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WE ARE BLACK SHEEP COFFEE
• Founder-led business started in September 2013, currently 45 shops

• First in the UK to use specialty grade Robusta coffee beans

• Deliver the highest quality specialty grade coffee, at speed, without  

  compromising customer service

• Strong sense of social responsibility when it comes to sourcing our  

  beans, our packaging and our local community

• Early adopters of tech to improve operations and enhance the  

  customer journey

Black Sheep Coffee don’t 

follow trends/rules/norms; 

we make our own, but most 

of all we take nothing 

for granted and seek to 

challenge the status quo. 

We are Black Sheep Coffee.

#LEAVETHEHERD
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OUR STORY
Black Sheep Coffee was started by a group of friends who were flatmates 

at uni and quit their jobs on the same day to “Leave The Herd Behind” 

and embark on a coffee journey together. Their mission was to “rid the 

world of boring, average-tasting coffee”.

 

We are famous for our 100% specialty grade Robusta coffee [currently 

the only one in the global coffee retail market], our signature drinks: 

the Black Hoof Coffee made with cold pressed organic coconut oil, and 

our secret recipe Cold Brew. 

 

Founders Eirik and Gabriel still run the business today, travelling 

to origins to source the best beans throughout the year. In fact, we 

are among the very few shop retailers to purchase our beans directly 

from the plantations, looking after the picking, drying, and washing 

process according to the strictest of guidelines - all in search of 

the perfect bean.
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our values 

Only source the best beans in the world

Only hire the best baristas in town

Get rid of plastic

Support our homeless community

Never fear competition, open right next 
door instead

Leave the herd behind

Repeat
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OUR BEANS
The Founders of Black Sheep Coffee, Eirik and Gabriel, had a very simple 

mission when they started the business, “rid the world of boring, 

average tasting coffee”.  

As disrupters they wanted to challenge the status quo of the specialty 

coffee market and that is why Black Sheep Coffee is famous for its 100% 

specialty grade Robusta coffee beans, the only specialty coffee business 

in the UK to have it as a specialty house bean.

We take our coffee very seriously, after all it is what our reputation 

and brand are built upon.

All our coffees are specialty grade and where possible single origin. 

Our coffee beans are fully traceable to the producer. 

Our chosen beans are subject to 47 quality checks during and post 

roasting to ensure that we secure the perfect consistency and taste 

from each and every bean.

Once roasted, our coffee gurus cup, sample and put every batch of beans 

through their paces in our coffee lab below the Black Sheep Coffee 

support office. 
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OUR BEANS
In order to help take a bit of the guess-work and mystery out of the 

confusing world of specialty grade coffee, we always feature five [5] 

core specialty coffee beans and depending on the season, have a guest, 

limited edition bean.

Our current beans are:

1. Robusta Revival 

2. Blue Volcano 

3. Love Berries 

4. Rebel Decaf 

5. Bossa Nova 

Our beans are hand selected seasonally from all over the world to 

ensure the best quality and tasting bean reaches our customers’ cups 

day in, day out. We also ensure that our green beans are roasted 

regularly.

Everyone will have their favourite coffee bean and it is our job to 

ensure that they are served consistently good coffee all of the time.
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Coffee by Day cocktail by night

We take our cocktails as seriously as our coffee and we believe 

in keeping it simple... if you are going to do it, do it well!

Our versatile operational model allows us to seamlessly 

transition from coffee by day to cocktail and bar at night. 

Craft beers, wine and fizz are all on the menu but it is the 

limited edition cocktail list that our customers repeatedly 

return for. 

Our signature cocktail is the Espresso Martini as this embodies 

everything that is Black Sheep Coffee. However, unlike our 

competitors our customers can actually select the espresso shot 

that they would like to have the Martini made with.

Forgotten Cocktails & Craft Beer...
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A VERSATILE MODEL
• Unit sizes in the UK range from 85 sq ft to 3,000 sq ft

• Concept is adaptable to transport hubs, office developments and high  

  street locations making the addressable market significantly larger than 

  peers for any given city

SIZE

KIOSK

take-away 
coffee & beverages

85 – 500 sq ft

stations/high footfall 
transit points

CAFÉ

Coffee / beverages 
/ food

500 – 1,500 sq ft

offIces/high footfall high 
streets/residential areas

ALL DAY

Coffee / beverages / 
food / alcohol

1,500 – 3,000 sq ft

offIces/evening 
destination

OFFERING

TYPICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

• Black Sheep Coffee has expanded its London home and has set up residency  

  in Manchester, Oxford, Windsor, Birmingham, Asia, Paris, Glasgow,     

  Edinburgh and soon to be Chester, Reading and Guildford.  
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DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
OUR CUSTOMERS LOVE US 

“THE BLACK SHEEP TEAM ARE TAKING 
ROBUSTA BEANS SERIOUSLY AND THE COFFEE 

TASTES EXCELLENT” 
THE INDEPENDENT

“GREat coffee, grab one while waiting 
for friends by the tube at great 

portland street” 
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

“Having Black Sheep 
Coffee near by it’s 
probably the best 
thing that can happen 
to you!!! Their staff 
are really friendly 
and range of coffee 
they offer makes you 
come back again and 
again!”

“I have tried many different coffee shops in London, but this 
one, is the go to one since the first time I tried it. The 
coffee is awesome, atmosphere is very good and all the staff 
are just lovely, they are very busy all the time but they 
always put a smile on my face, 100% recommended!”

“Hands down the best coffee I have ever had in my life. I work close to 
Aldgate and occasionally decide to go elsewhere for my morning coffee and 
always regret it. There’s just something so good about this coffee that 
makes it way more satisfying than usual. No sugar required!”

“Best coffee in 
London. Can’t fault 
anything. Great 
coffee and great 
service. They make a 
wonderfully strong 
and smooth flat 
white. When there, 
one person ordered 
a single shot latte 
and said “best 
coffee in the area”. 
Obviously a regular. 
Go here, you won’t 
go wrong”

“Staffed by genuinely lovely 
people. The coffee is made with 
real love too”
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FAQ
What do I get for my franchise fee? 
• The right to set up and operate a Black Sheep Coffee for an initial     

  period of five years. This is renewable for two further five-year terms.

• Access to the brand and operational know how.

• Full training by our dedicated Learning and Development team.

• Franchise manual: the ‘how-to’ operate a Black Sheep Coffee

Do i need experience running a coffee shop?

No. A knowledge of operating in the retail industry is preferred, but not 

essential. We will support you every step of the way to ensure you can 

operate a Black Sheep Coffee successfully. 

do I need to have found a location?

No. We have a pipeline of exciting sites across the country and we 

can offer a franchise partner a unit in their preferred location. 

Alternatively, if you have a site in mind, we can support you in 

acquiring it.

how long before I open?

This is a variable that is determined by: site availability and timely 

signing of the franchise agreement.
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FAQ
What is the process once I have paid the deposit? 
• Receive an introduction pack, draft Franchise Agreement and your     

  appointed account manager.

• You review the proposed and after fourteen days we will contact you to  

  discuss any questions that you may have.

• Sign Agreement.

• Issue Franchise Manual - this is the ‘how to’ document which covers  

  every aspect of operating a Black Sheep Coffee site, from build to     

  extracting the perfect espresso.

• Identify site, build CAPEX budget, engage our designers.

• Finalise design and build.

• Training of key team members.

• Open.

do I have to use your designers to design my Black Sheep coffee unit? 
Yes. We have found that it works best when our designers, who know Black 

Sheep Coffee like the back of their hand, design the unit. It avoids 

delays and costly errors.
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next steps
For more information 
Please visit: www.leavetheherdbehind.com
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